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KCC/PYCC
in the media!
Water shocker!
Dart special

River list 07
What to do when there
is no rain in Scotland
Scotland 2007

Cover photo by Simon Knox: Scotland 2007

Want to send info to the Trasher?
Send images and words to kcc.trasher@gmail.com or send a CD to:
3, Rose Avenue, Abingdon OX14 1XX
Membership fees are now due. The Trasher will be available online to all
members. If you require a paper copy you will now need to pay additional fees
with your membership. See details on your membership form.
River Usk white water trips x 1
17 February 2008
Two more dates for white water trips organised on behalf of the BCU Oxfordshire
Canoe Panel, (available to members of Riverside Centre, KCC, Isis etc).
Typical Itinerary
Leave Oxfordshire ~07:00 and travel by car to Tallybont [between Abergaveny
and Brecon]. Most meet up at the Oasis café in Abergaveny bus park, at ~09.15.
Arrive at Tallybont by 10.15am at the very latest! After car shuttle, paddle River
Usk from Tallybont (GR123234) to Crickhowell, (GR215182) a distance of 19km.
We must aim to be on the water by ~11.30 or we shall run out of daylight.
Water is normally Grade 2/3, but can reach 4+ if River is in spate – levels rise
rapidly in heavy rain. Tricky bits can be portaged with some difficulty. To check
water levels, phone the Environmental Agency river level message service
Tel 0906 6197755 – listen carefully for the reported river level at Brecon:
• Lower than 0.4 we may not bother to start unless it is raining in Wales
• Between 0.4 and 1.8 metres; we shall have a good trip.
• Above 1.8 metres; it’s an exciting trip only for the experienced.
Egress at Crickhowell, 50m down stream of the road bridge, on north bank at the
Bridge End pub (buy a beer to say thanks to the landlord). Please don’t use his car
park to change. Use the town centre car park or lay-by on the south side of bridge.
Canoeing Ability & Equipment At least BCU 2 Star with some experience of
moving water. The weather and the water will certainly be cold and may be very
cold. Each paddler must be equipped with: wet suit or similar, paddling cag,
buoyancy aid, helmet, packed lunch & hot drink, spare clothes, 1st aid kit, throw
line & sling.
Please arrange boat and paddle well in advance - borrowed equipment used on
the understanding that any loss or damage must be paid for.
Costs Access fee £1.00 a head, to Roger Wiltshire. Petrol to your driver - assume a
minimum of £10.00 each
New BCU 3 Star Assessments (Canoe or Kayak): These can be arranged provided
you book at least three weeks in advance. Booking form found at http://
kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk. Cost £30, plus BCU registration £10 (£20 non BCU
members). Cheques made payable to the BCU-OCP £30.
It would be helpful if you or any of your students could say if you are interested
in taking part in the new 4 Star Leadership awards either training or assessment.
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QUICK

U HEARD
IT HERE…

BLASTS

The Lochaber Mountain
Rescue Centre
KCC have sponsored this build and
I happy to tell you that things are
now on the way and they anticipate
completion of the new build by
May 2008. However, the Lochaber
News this week says that they are
still £100, 000.00 short of money.
So if the KCC and/or anybody else
would like to sponsor some more
money, I am sure they will be
very grateful.
Berkshire Canoes
We are a new shop which has
opened up in the Thames Valley in
Reading.
Berkshire Canoes has just
launched an online shopping
facility and looking for links from
Canoe and Kayak clubs to generate
some interest and get our name
known. Looking at your site I
noticed you have a comprehensive
list of Links on your website and
would like to be added if possible
www.berkshire-canoes.co.uk.
Next time you are in the area
pop in a take a look at the shop for
yourself and if you are looking at
visiting one of the local weirs drop
us a line as we have a selection of
demo boats available.
Gus
Berkshire Canoes
www.berkshire-canoes.co.uk
Tel: 0118 942 5640
Fax: 0118 942 5651
The Boat Yard, Scours Lane, Tilehurst,
Reading, Berkshire, RG30 6AY

LOST!
Has anyone found a red Nookie
throwline probably mislain on the
weekend of Carnage on the West
Dart. Let me know, huh?
Dave Surman


Note, both training and assessment would be two day events on suitable
grade water. The standard required looks to me rather like the old CL3 practical
assessment.
Please call me to let me know if you are coming. Roger Wiltshire, Downside,
Springfield Road, Wantage OX12 8EX Tel 01235 768429
or e-mail: roger.wiltshire3@btopenworld.com.
If under 18, bring completed permission slip.
Any questions just drop me an email. Cheers, Roger Wiltshire
A request from the WCA
The Welsh Canoeing Association (WCA) are currently lobbying the Welsh
Assembly to introduce legislation which will confirm free access to the rivers of
Wales. The power to introduce such legislation was transferred from Westminster
to Cardiff last July, and we are currently in a position where Assembly members
are seriously looking at the WCA proposals. If passed, canoeists will enjoy much
the same rights on the rivers in Wales as currently exist in Scotland, and the
pressure will greatly increase on Westminster to follow suit for English rivers.
Getting this legislation passed in Wales therefore should be a priority for paddlers
everywhere.

Christmas Meal 2007
The two Daves did a fine job with the
Xmas dinner, which was very successful,
with well over 50 folk attending and
some people traveling significant
distances to be with us (e.g. Anna, Liz,
Stuart Brighton and the Essex lads). The
evening was notable for the noise level
(there were free screeching balloons
and party poppers provided) and the
continuing sophistication of the river
raffle (Dave, complete with inflatable
microphone, drew it all out for just
over an hour!). Also, the quality of the
‘bonus river’ speeches was notably
enhanced on previous years.

So how can you help?
Firstly, sign the WCA’s petition at http://petitionthem.com/default.
asp?sect=detail&pet=2856 It doesn’t matter whether you live or indeed
paddle in Wales or not. It will take about 30 seconds to complete.
Secondly, forward this email to other canoeists.
Thirdly, talk to non-paddling friends and relatives and ask them to sign the petition.
The Government of Wales Act (2006) requires the Assembly to act on petitions
received if an issue falls within their powers, so this petition can make a
difference if we get enough people to sign. It worked in Scotland with the Land
Reform Act, there is no reason it can’t work in Wales.
For more information please visit http://kayakingisnotacrime.org.uk
The Kayaking is not a Crime Team
Sea Paddle on Scottish West Coast
Proposed sea paddle on the Scottish West Coast during the last week of April
2008, 23rd - 30th (approx). There’s some flexibility with dates according to
individuals availability. Ideally, it would be to circumnavigate the island of Islay
visiting as many whisky distilleries as possible on the way. There are about 9
I believe and the total distance is around 75 miles. This of course will be very
dependant upon weather/tides/individual capabilities etc. If this particular route
doesn’t prove possible there’s plenty more options available. Regardlaess of
which option is paddled, B&B is mostly non existant so you must be prepared
to travel in a sea boat ‘fully kitted out” for all eventualities and be flexible where
necessary. Although it is several months away it will need careful planning and
consideration so don’t leave it till the last minute if you want to come. There’s 3
of us up for it so far. Let me know asap if you’re interested or for a chat about it.
No obligation but you’ll be guaranteed an exciting weeks paddle.
Cheers
Stu Brighton
01962 885761 / 077 969 23000
stuart.brighton@btopenworld.com
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The Hut has landed
As members may have seen,
we finally have our new hut!
The interior now needs to be fitted out, for which a sum has
been set aside. Roger Wiltshire and Ray Taylor have very
kindly agreed to work on this, and Ray has already visited
to take the necessary measurements. Assistance with this
work if required will doubtless be appreciated.
Abingdon Rowing Club have advised that the very earliest
start date for their work is now ‘the end of January’, so
vacating and demolishing our present hut is very much a
priority. Please be alerted to the fact that there is likely to be
some imminent email and telephone activity to recruit and
mobilise volunteers for this work.
Finally, consideration is being given to identifying a suitable
individual who might be approached to officially ‘open’ the
new facility and members are invited to offer committee
members any suggestions we might consider.
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Liz sea kayaking in Barra, Outer Hebrides,
with Clearwater Paddling
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KCC/P.Y.C.C.
in the media!!
In the past KCC have managed
to make a few incursions into
public recognition. There was
the Radio Oxford interview
with Chris Wheeler and Dan
Harris before one of the early
Hurley Rodeos and I remember
being interviewed standing on
Abingdon Weir at one of the early
Fun Days. It was supposed to be
Tony Wilkins being interviewed
but they couldn`t find him so I had
to stand in for the great man! Our
visits to Argentan and The Dranse
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and our conquering of the Nile
have been recorded for posterity
in The Abingdon Herald, one
even featured a picture of your
hero and made the front page of
the Didcot Herald as well!! Mike
Neal and Lee Royle got pictures in
during a Pathfinder Jacko training
posse session at the very first
Hurley Classic.
Despite record club activity in the
last few years we have not attracted
much attention from the media. This
has changed just recently. The Oxford

Radio Oxford
The Abingdon Herald
Didcot Herald
Mail sent a photographer to The ock
Boatercross and Wavehopper Race in
October and a photo of Rob Yates and
Matt Attree appeared in the Herald
series along with a good race report.
At the end of October I received
a phone call from The Oxfordshire
Sports Partnership informing me that
I had been nominated as one of four
finalists in the Unsung Hero category
of the Oxfordshire Sports Awards. This
involved an invitation to the Kassam
Stadium on a Friday night with 400
other people for the awards ceremony.
Local radio and TV were there and a



FREE THREE COURSE MEAL!! On the
morning event I was woken at 7.45 am
by Radio Oxford who then proceeded
to interview me and ask me about my
work with Pathfinders. One person I
know actually told me they heard it so
at least one person must have been
listening, I tried not to sound as if I`d
just woken up!! The actual event at the
Kassam was pretty amazing with local
radio and T.V, Sports presenter Jerome
Sale, and hundreds of mayors. I ended
up coming second to an athletics
coach. It was a pretty amazing evening
and nice to know that kayaking is

being recognized alongside the
ubiquitous football, cricket etc clubs
that often dominate these occasions.
In fact a mountain boarder won the
Extreme Sportsperson of the Year and
the Sportsman and Sportswoman of
the Year were won by a motorcyclist
and archer respectively. It was an
honour to be nominated and came
out of the blue. A month previous to
the nomination I had had a call from
Rhonda Forbes Brown at the Vale of
White Horse District Council Sports
Development who had asked me a
lot of detailed questions. I thought
it was just more Health and Safety
information to check me out further
for the courses I run for the
Vale in the summer rather
than a nomination form!!
Apparently these were all
submitted to The Oxfordshire
Sports Partnership and the
four finalists selected.

including kayaking/canoeing as they
do in some other parts of the country.
Other media activity: I have written
the Abingdon and Swift Ditch section
for Pete Knowles new guide book
with a working title of Pub Paddles
Chris has done the same for the
Oxford Wolvercote Circuit. To provide
photos Iain Shield came out with
myself, Ashley Mead, Seth Townley
Joe Callard, Harry Quigley and
Chavyan Rees from Pathfinders. It was
a beautiful autumn day with great
colours on the leaves and the photos
are now with Pete who we hope will
use some of them in the book.

I was also able to meet with
organisers of the Oxfordshire
Youth Games who indicated
they may be interested in
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By Simon Knox

What’s this all about then?
The weekend of 8/9th December saw the annual ‘Gene17,
Adventure Paddler’s Weekend’ held as usual at the River
Dart County Park on the edge of Dartmoor. The event
has run for the last few years bringing paddlers from far
and wide to enjoy Devon’s rivers and in the evening be
entertained in the bar by lectures and shows of kayaking
expeditions from around the globe.
This year the RDCP has been closed to paddlers except for
this weekend. As we have done in the past rather than risk
the bunk houses we booked a cottage with all the comforts
of home on site to base ourselves from. Getting there early
on the Friday night enabled us to catch up with some other
friends who were down for the weekend and enjoy a good
meal in the Church House Inn before rising for an early start
next morning.
After one of Louise’s wonderful cooked breakfasts we met
with Ian and left the RDCP promptly at nine.

Scary stuff.
First stop Ivybridge to check out the Erme, it was high and
it was raining. Heavily.
On the Thursday the weather station on Dartmoor
registered 58 mm of rain, this is quite a lot. Friday had been
relatively dry during the day but in the small hours it had
been raining heavily and the the quick to rise Erme was
rising fast. Not fancying spate run that was likely to reach
suicidal levels just as we entered the gorge we switched
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to plan B and retreated back to Dartmeet hoping that we
could catch the Upper before it rose too high.
We got there with the water a few inches over the slabs
at New Bridge. As we started to get on a slightly nervous
feeling started growing in my stomach. This grew when
Louise and Andy decided they weren’t comfortable getting
on at this level with the river rising. When messrs McMahon,
Wheeler and Rainsley drove in to the car park and pointed
that the amount of rain that had fallen meant the river
could rise by a metre over the next hour we aborted.

Slightly less scary stuff.
So Plan C, after a quick meeting and discussion we
decided to run the West Dart. Mark suggested we ran a
tributary, the Blackbrook River, that led into this first to make
it a longer run.
Starting just from a lay-by on B3212 just outside Dartmoor
Prison this lasted about two and half kilometres before
joining the West Dart. Fast, narrow and exposed this was a
a great little moorland run of the kind that can only really
be run in spate. Unfortunately this was marred by three
portages around barbed wire fences that were strung
across the river.
Once we joined the West Dart the river swelled and we
began to realise just what spate meant; fast water, big
waves, holes and most importantly trees. Lots of trees.
Before I continue I should say that everyone agreed it
was a great day. Its not often that we get enough to paddle


screen and the word ‘portage’ was used a lot!
Finishing of the lectures was a talk from the British
Uni’s Four Borders Expedition team. These guys paddled
the border regions around Kazakhstan, Russia, China
and Mongolia and gave a great talk on their exploits
more of which can be found here: http://www.
fourbordersexpedition.com/
All four talks were pretty inspiring, and it was a great
opportunity to catch up with people and see what they’ve
been up to.
with decent water conditions and everyone appreciated
it. Having told you that I should ‘fess up and admit that
as a group there were six (okay five and half ) swims, five
runaway boats, one pinned boat, three people walked out
after the lost their boats and paddles and I’ve never used
my throwline so much in one day before!
Not so good. Still in fairness those who swam (and I won’t
mention names here, but you know who you are!) tried
everything to avoid their OBE but fast water combined with
trees made rolling tricky. Anyway enough with the excuses;
with a bit of effort and help from other paddlers we managed
to reunite all the lost kit with its owners eventually.
All together we ran about 10 -11 km of some of the most
exhilarating white water I’ve run in this country and as I said
enjoyed every minute of it.

Boozin’ and talkin’
The Saturday evening entertainments were held in the
RDCP, which now resembles an airport lounge after its
refit, for a series of lectures, raffles and inspired lunacy
hosted by Dave Carroll. The new layout of the hall had
some interesting acoustic properties which made hearing
the lectures over a couple of hundred chattering paddlers
difficult at times, but nether the less an entertaining
evening was had by all.
The first talk was by by Kevin Frances and our own Andy
McMahon on the West Coast of North America. Those who
saw his DVD at the KCC AGM will understand what I mean
when I say that the dodgy 70’s and 80’s metal kept the talkers
silenced for a while. Of course the pretty impressive looking
paddling being shown on the screen helped as well.
Following this was a talk and presentation from two guys
who basically went around the coast of Greenland hiking
up valleys and running the rivers that they found. It looked
terrifying and most people came away thinking that they
must be masochists. More about this craziness can be found
here... http://fatcatslatestnews.blogspot.com/2007/08/
greenland-whitewater-expedition.html
Deb Pinniger spoke about paddling the in Gabon (Africa),
to be honest I kind of missed most of what was going on
here but I did see some pretty pictures of elephants on the
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Re-match.
Slightly hung-over we decided to have another go at
the West Dart on the Sunday. this time with much more
success. The levels were lower, maybe a bit too low for the
Blackbrook, but the reduced speed of the water made the
river easier and the lack of incidents meant that we finished
it pretty quickly.
Seeing as we still didn’t fancy the Upper at what were still
pretty high levels (as opposed to monstrous the day before)
we decided to take a blast down the loop. I haven’t paddled
this in years and I don’t think I’ve ever done it in anything
other that scrappy levels before so this was a revelation. No
rocks! Speedy water! Decent sized wave trains! It was almost
a pleasure to paddle it!
I came away thinking that if there’s water the levels we
had on the Sunday made the West Dart and the Loop a
perfect couple. Skip the Blackbrook and the two together
would make a great trip for those who are comfortable on
the Loop with a decent flow.

Home.
And that was that. Nothing more to do than stop for a
bite to eat at the Green Ginger tea rooms in Ashburton
(recommended) and drive back home with the satisfaction
of knowing that it had been a great weekend.
This was the third ‘Adventure Paddle’s Weekend’ I’ve
attended and it didn’t disappoint, in fact none of them have.
If you’ve never been to one before then do yourself a favour
and keep the second weekend of next December free.
Even if the water levels don’t match this year gargantuan
levels the rivers around Dartmoor cater to all levels and its
a rare opportunity to meet other a great number of other
paddlers and see what they’ve been doing around the
globe. It may even inspire and encourage you to go further
afield.

Credit where credits due.
Louise organised the accommodation for Vicki, Andy N,
Lee, Dave S, Dave H, Ben W and Chris. All of us (except Chris
who went off in search of scarily big water) paddled with
Ian, Martyn, Andy, Dicko, Dave Booth and others over the
course of the weekend.


KCC RIVER LIST 07
Hey, at Alistair`s suggestion
here is the Official List of rivers
paddled by Kingfishers during
this year.
Now there is a package
of wowish prizes which are
winging their way all the way
from New Zealand courtesy
of our very own tame Kiwi,
Michelle Wallace. They didn`t
make it for the River Raffle
on Wednesday but will now
be offered as PRIZE for this
month`s COMPETITION.
ALL YOU GOTTA DO IS to
submit how many of the rivers
below you have paddled in the
LAST YEAR. Now we know that
Honesty is the middle name of
all Kingfishers and they would
reiterate George Washington
“Father I cannot tell a lie, twas
I that chopped the Cherry
Tree down and lied about the
number of rivers I paddled!!”
Therefore the committee
reserve the right to subpoena(?)
and subject any member to
an inquisition to establish
the veracity of their claim. SO
PHOTOCOPY THE LIST, TICK
THE RIVERS YOU HAVE DONE
THIS YEAR, AND SEND IT TO
SURMANATOR PROMOTIONS,
117 MILL STREET, KIDLINGTON,
OX5 2EE

ENGLAND
Ock
Thames
Nene
Fowey
Exe
Dart
West Dart
Blackwater Brook
Dart
Teme
Washburn
Avon
Chelmer
WALES/Cymru
Mellte
Nedd Fechan
Nantgwrydd
Ogwen
Conwy
Wye
Usk
Treweryn
Irfon
Tawe
Teifi
FRANCE
Guisane
Guil
Claree
Onde

Gyr
Gyronde
Ubaye
Rabioux
Durance
Medina
Allier
Loire
Sarthe
Vienne
Thoret
Verdon
ITALY/Italia
Egua
Sessia
Sermanza
Sorba
SLOVENIA/Slovenja
Soca
CANADA
Stein B.C
Callaghan
Kuskanox
Lower Pingston
Birkenhead
Ottawa QUE
Jacques Cartier
St. Lawrence(Bunny
Wave)
SCOTLAND/Alba
Etive

Alt a Chaorinn
Alt Mheuran
Morriston
Meig
Findhorn
Arkaig
Loy
U.S.A.
Colorado CO
South Silver CA
Fantasy Falls
Cherry Creek
West Cherry Creek
Tuolomne
South Fork American
Bald Rock Canyon
UGANDA
Nile
NEW ZEALAND
Waikato
Whakapapa-Iti
Whakapapa-Nui
Wairoa
Waihohonu
Karangahake
Ohinepango
Tarawau
Mokau
Mohaka
Rangitikei
Rangitaiki

Any others please inform!!

TIE BREAKER
Contestants should write a
minimum of 20 words on
EITHER
the influence of an O.B.E. on
the macrinvertebrate fauna of
southwest rivers
OR
Write a children`s pantomime
entitled Babes in the Flood ,or
Carnage on the West Dart.
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SURMANATOR
NEWS

(Formerly Rodeograndude News!)

IMPORTANT UP
COMING EVENTS!!
Steventon Presentations

the portgage from hell! Check out
the action on Fantasy Falls and West
Cherry Creek!

I have managed to confirm two
sizzling kayaking presentations to
be held at the Steventon Sports and
Social Club. Milton Lane, Steventon.
This is located on the Green (Just down
the lane from the village hall where
Ben had his wedding reception). There
is a bar and admission is by suggested
donation of £2. This year`s features are
as follows. All canoeists ,friends and
families are welcome. Thingz kick off at
8pm more or less!

GO DIARY IT! COME ALONG!

Tuesday January 29th
Kingfisher Tour Europa

Rob Yates has booked Debs Pinneger
River Runner Extraordinaire and ex
Women`s Freestyle World Champion
to give a talk TRAVELS WITH MY BOAT.
As it `s Valentines Night we can all
cuddle up together! More details from
Riverside. 8pm I think, £1.

Part One features members of the
famous Team BoofItalia and Team
Francophilia on their adventures to
the Sessia Valley and Briancon area last
May. Fetaures all time favourites like
the Paddle /Swim /Run Triathlon on
the Sessia Gorge by Simon, and the
first solo descent of the triple falls of
the Guil with no deck and no paddle
as well as the famous Chateau Queyras
Climb Out and the remodelling of the
autoboof facility of my boat!

MAKE A NEW YEAR`S RESOLUTION-=
GO GET MARRIED AT THE TOP OF Alt
Mheuran!
RENEW YOUR WEDDING VOWS ON
Fantasy Falls!
TAKE YOUR GRANNY DOWN Pinball on
the Alt na Chaourunn!
DEBS PINNEGER AT RIVERSIDE
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 14th

Pycc Winterization White Water Trips
I have scheduled two provisional
dates and locations for Pathfinder river
trips:
Sunday 6 Jan River Usk or Upper
Wye. Water/weather dependent

Let me know if you`re interested.

Monday March 3rd
Axis Of Terror In The Wild West

Whitewaterweekends

Andy Mac Mahon, Kevin Francis and
Chris Wheeler will relive their two trips
to the Californian Sierra and British
Columbia last year.
Featured here will be a chance to
see McDoom Production`s excellent
DVD featuring boofing, goofing and

At the time of writing we are
ccccooollllddd n low. Ah well time to
tidy up the house!
New Year
India n Costa Rica. It`s gonna be
busy, oh yes and I gotta go to work.
Hmmmm. There`s also wedding news
Lee n Keira n Kevin Francis n Alice are
gonna hitch it (at different times not
altogether) Congratulations to Tony on
his new pacemaker turbo power down
the Ditch now. Two new books due out
this year. Pete Knowles` Pub Paddles
and Mark Rainsley`s South West Sea
Kayaking if you do salty water.
Weekend In The Lakes

Sat/Sun 26/27 Jan Dart Loop. Water/
Weather/Transport dependent.

Part Two features Team Galicia on
their rock sliding elbow banging
experiences in the Wild Scottish
Highlands last October featuring more
fun than should be legal on the Alt na
Chaouruinn and Seth`s Birthday!

(Carnage on the West Dart) This latter
experience involved an access via
the Blackwater Brook just below the
max security prison at Princetown.
Any prisoner contemplating this as
an escape route would be treated to
a non stop roller coaster ride It starts
with being posted through a narrow
gap and continues with big standing
waves and trees. A detailed account by
Simon will I believe appear elsewhere
in this issue.

Possible Jacko Coaching
Sessions at Hurley
Let me know if interested

I have made a tentative reservation
with Colin Litten`s BnB FOR WEEKEND
12/13 JANUARY. Water permitting. Let
me know NOW if you are interested.
Will confirm whether itz a goer on the
Monday before when we will have a
better idea re the water situation.
DAVE SURMAN

These have been a little sparse
this season due to the weird water
regime LOW. We have however had
our first run down the Upper Dart at
at a just on the ledge level followed
by a ballistic spate weekend on the
Westgarth Weekend involving C.O.W.D

If anybody wants to catch Bruce
Sprinsteen at The Millennium Stadium
next June 14th I`ve got a spare ticket..
Lemme know!!

and there’s more .........................>
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SURMANATOR
NEWS extra!!!
Kcc/pycc Dragon Boat Entry

This year it WILL happen.
BUT ONLY if you get your act
together NOW!!!!
I normally get notification and an
invitation in February. The event will
be mid MAY so I reckon that will be
Sunday May 11th or possibly 18th. Will
know when we get the information.

of between 15 and 20 and raise
the money.
There is usually an entry fee of, I think
£250 per boat and you are encouraged
to raise extra money each for the
Round Table charities.

We always have a stand which is
good fun and good P.R. We usually get
participants for our beginner`s courses
and this being the Year of the Hut (as
the Chinese would say) it will be good
to be seen to be active. Every year
except for last year the weather has
been superb. Last year it poured with
rain all day and the cardboard cut out
kayak went big time soggy!!

Now the only way to make this
work is for every body who would like
to enter to pay £20 up front. When I
HAVE THE MONEY PHYSICALLY IN MY
GRUBBY LITTLE HAND I WILL ENTER
THE TEAM. Therefore you need to give
me your name and £20 NOW if you
would like to be part of the team. Last
year Seth and Neil and a group of John
Masoners got it together with an entry
so if Abingdon`s premier canoe club
can`t get it together with this much
notice, then we might as well take up
knitting instead!!!!

Usually there is a posse people
interested in entering the competition
but it is always too late to get a team

You should also try to raise some
more for the charities. If you really
want to you can raise the £20 it cost to

enter, in which case it won`t cost you
a cent. Anything above the £20 should
obviously be donated to the charity.
Speak to Lee. Seth, Neil or Alistair if
you want to know details regarding the
racing. We also get a covered space in
the team marquee area where we can
barbequeize, have cream teas etc.
It would be nice to get the team
sorted as soon as we can, so I DO need
a response.
ARGENTAN. I am trying to get in
touch with Manu to see if we can set
up a trip to the Orne in Argentan or the
Dranse near Geneva for a long weekend
in April or May. Watch this space.
Weekend At Colin Litten`s In The Lakes.
Jan, Feb or Mar tbc. We will probably
pencil in a date and review water
situation at beginning of week. Itz still
a cool place without water, walkin`
n hangin out! Let me know if you`re
interested as it may be short notice.

Ashley, OBE!! (see bottom of page 14 for how it should be done!)
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PATHFINDER NEWS
This is to keep y`all Kingfishers
informed of what`s going
on in Pathfinders Youth
Canoe Club as some people
especially the newer members
may be unaware of what is
available for under 18s in the
Abingdon area.
The Background
Pathfinders Youth Canoe Club
caters for 11 to 18 year olds. It was
started by Iain McRoberts and Mike
and Sue Harris in the late 80s? I have
been involved since 1991. We meet
on Monday evenings from April to
September and also run a number
of white water trips throughout the
summer and winter. We also have pool
sessions at the Convent pool. Anyone
in the age range is welcome to join,
but we do like them to be at roughly
one star level or to enroll on one of
the Beginner`s courses we run on
Tuesday evenings in June or daytimes
in the school holidays. The first of these
courses are bookable through the club,
the daytime courses through the Vale
of White Horse Sports Development
Holiday Programme. Quite a few
members come from having tried
kayaking with other organisations/
courses and decided that they want to
carry it on further.Present membership
stands at about thirty but they don`t
all turn up at the same time!

Jones, James Crask, Sam Davies (where
are you now?). Anybody who has been
to the Oxfordshire County Council
Outdoor Centre Kilvrough in South
Wales may have been taught by Ed
Abbley who started his kayaking career
at Pathfinders when he was a year 9
at John Mason School in the early 90s
and who I remember pulling out of a
freezing cold River Usk in December
(sounds familiar?). The reverse of this
of course is when you get pulled out
of rivers by former PYCC members.
Neil Taunt pulled me out of the Sun
Kosi in Nepal after my Trash of the
Year on Hakapur, but that is a story in
itself! Feeling my age after this event
was further reinforced by the Nepalis
adopting a new name for me “Bhaji”
which means Grandad! Hmmm!
The Officers and Committee
Chairman and Coach
Dave Surman 01865 373115
davidsurman@hotmail.com
Secretary and Coach
Vicky Rolls 01235 769675
vicky rolls@hotmail.com

which produced a number of new
members. We developed people`s
paddling on Monday evenings running
the Ock, the Ditch and using the Ock
and Abingdon weirs. Several members
have now got their own kit and boats
and this has enabled them to improve
their paddling. In the summer we ran
trips to the Nene, Teme and Treweryn.
In fact we ran the Teme 3 days before
the bridge got washed away!! We took
eleven members to the O.C.P.session at
the Nene in September.
Vicky ran a two star course and all
grabbed this old award before the
B.C.U. dropped it at the end of August!

Famous Pathfinder Alumni

Peter Callard

The emphasis in Pathfinders has
always been on going paddling rather
than just grabbing stars so we also
ran a number of Wavehopper training
sessions and two entered a race at
Stratford. One Monday evening in July
we ran the first Ock Boatercross event
and in October we expanded this to
the Ock Boatercross/Wavehopper
Event where we invited Riverside and
whupped their butt, finishing up with
a BBQ.

Wow yeah!! We number amongst
the many Simon Knox (okay it was
a long time ago!) also present KCC
members Ben Williams, Seth Townley,
Neil Evans, Lee Royle, Nikki Royle, Mike
Neal, Richard Morley (Okay so these
last two guys have lapsed, time to
send round the membership mafia,
we know where you live!!) Others who
have moved away but we still get
to paddle with are Neil Taunt, Stuart

Members Rep
Joe Callard

For the first time we had four P.Y.C.C.
entrants in the Todd Morris Memorial
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Treasurer
Dave Hodgkinson
Committee
Simon Knox
Lee Gill
Seth Townley
Martin Rolls

Website
www.pycc.wordpress.com
Webmaster
Simon Cyber Knox
Wotzbinhappenin?
We`ve had another really successful
season. We ran one evening beginner`s
course and four daytime holiday ones
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Wotzcominup?
Hopefully more trips in the new year
Usk first Sunday of the new year as
well as the Dart Loop, Upper Wye. Joe
n James were there last year when the
Upper Wye came up whilst we were
on it, like it used to in the good old
days, a baptism of fire!
Round about April when we go back
on the river Monday nights we will also
arrange a Treweryn trip and another
day trip to the Teme at Ludlow.
Triathlon in September. All did really
well, all finished including 12 year old
Chavyan Rees. Fourteen year old Will
Bradbury even clocked up the fastest
time for the biking leg.
The PWP Initiative (Pathfinders
Winterization Program!) is now in
full swing. We have done A “Scarey
Cold Night Paddle” in the Ock playing
the Ock Weir with head torches. The
winterizes dosse of Joe Callard, Harry
Quigley, Chavyan Rees and Josh Poole
made it to a weekend on the Dart and
Exe at the beginning of October. Low
levels but good break out practice. Joe
Callard, Chavyan Rees, James Bell and
Richard Slade all made it to run the Usk
in big time ccccooollldd!
Now we`re getting some decent
rolling other things are possible even
some time on the Big H.
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We will be holding another
Boatercross/Wavehopper Race
and Rob Yates will be organising
something similar. I would like to
make these events all age events so
we welcome Kingfisher members
as participants and helpers. If we
continue to have a posse interested
in Wavehopperization I intend to get
them to enter a few of the events
organised in the south by the B.C.U.

Oh yes, and along the way we`ll
probably bang in a new 2 star and 3
star(whitewater) training session or
two! If you know any one between
11 and 18 who would like to join let
me know now as we build up a list
of interestedees to notify before our
beginner`s course starts. We usually do
a small advert in the three Abingdon
secondary schools and we always fill
the course! If they miss this they can
alwayd do a summer holiday course
bookable through the Vale.
There`s loadza possibilities, the
problem is getting the time to make
everything happen! That four letter
word work keeps getting in the way!!
If you`re interested in coming along
and taking part in any of these activities,
even just driving, let me know.
DAVE SURMAN

There is a fair amount of interest
in play boating and we will have a
Pathfinder representation in next
year`s Blastathon. I hope to get some
visits to Hurley soon.
Other possibilities include exploring
the possibilities of a trip to the Dranse
in Argentan for a long weekend. I`m
working on that one!
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What to do
in Scotland
when there
is no rain.
The KCC heads to Roy Bridge in its
annual quest for Scottish whitewater.

Heading up north
There appears to have been a trip to Scotland organised
every year by members of Kingfisher Canoe Club for as
long as most people can remember. I myself have been for
the last three years, and despite last years’ tragic accident,
have always found the combination of imposing scenery,
wonderful rivers and great company to make for a greatly
enjoyable trip.
As he has done before Fred organised accommodation
in the holiday chalets at Roy Bridge for sixteen of us; Myself
and Fred, Dave Hodgkinson, Mike Neal, Seth Townley, Vicki
and Martyn Rolls, Lucille Savin, Dave Surman, Phil and Doug,
Stuart Brighton, Ben Williams, Andy Wicks and Martyn Read.
What made this trip different from previous years? You
can probably guess from the OED quote (left), there was
no rain. And there hadn’t been for a few weeks before we
arrived. Typically it decided to bucket down the day we left.
Despite this we managed track down what little water there
was and paddle everyday.

What makes Scotland so great?
Whenever I’ve been to Scotland before the rain has
been as reliable as jelly babies. This combined with a
huge number of rivers of all levels of difficulties and an
enlightened access system makes paddling north of the
border a pleasure.

drought (drowt)
• noun. a prolonged period
of abnormally low rainfall;
a shortage of water.
• origin. Old English,
dryness.
Taken from the Compact Oxford
English Dictionary.
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The Land Reform (Scotland) Act and the Scottish Outdoor
Access Code have created a right of access to all land and
water and defined the responsibilities of both land owners
and those who wish to visit and enjoy the countryside.
What this means for paddlers is that as long as we live
up to the responsibilities in the access code no one can
claim to try and stop us enjoy the opportunities provided
by the land. Why can’t the law in England and Wales be as
enlightened?
Apart from the lack of farmers chasing paddlers
down the bank shouting “Oi! Get orf my lands!” the well
documented nature of the rivers in the Whitewater
Scotland guidebook and the online water level gauges at
http://wheresthewater.com make finding suitable rivers
with water in them a cinch.
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The Etive and its tributaries.
Of course the lack of water means nothing to the Etive
which runs in low water and gets progressively scarier as
the levels go up. Over the course of the week we ran the
Etive three times. On the first day the level was low and
on the second run on the Tuesday it was even lower. At
these levels the drops all go but the bits inbetween can be
a little exhausting as you continually end up grounded on
exposed rocks.

‘...in my case leaving the
river completely and
landing on the bank a
fair distance from the
nearest water!’

To supplement this we ran the Allt a’ Chaorainn on the
Sunday and Allt Mheuran on the Tuesday.
Getting to the Allt a’ Chaorainn involves paddling to the
end of the Etive then hiking across the glen and up a hill for
twenty minutes until you reach the top of a narrow flume.
The river consists of a four hundred metre long series of
slides. Great for building up speed and getting air, or as in
my case leaving the river completely and landing on the
bank a fair distance from the nearest water!
The Allt Mheuran involves an even longer masochistic
march across the glen (near the Loch Etive end this time)
for a good thirty to forty minutes. This doesn’t sound like
much but its all uphill and creek boats weigh an awful lot!
When you finally reach the river a short (400 metre?) section
of smooth slide is available to play on with or without your
boat. The section ends in a thirty foot water slide ending in
a fifteen foot drop landing in a small plunge pool. Defiantly
one for low water on a sunny day.
Of course it rained on the last day just as we were
about to head home. We had hoped that this would
have allowed us to do a quick blast down the Coe but
unfortunately this wasn’t quite high enough so instead go
on to a much healthier looking Etive. What a difference a
foot of water makes, so much more fun. Eight of us got on
and three go off early after Vicki took a rather unpleasant
swim in the bottom of a retentive letterbox. The higher
level also managed to send Ian over right angle falls
upside down, which while painful to watch didn’t seem to
do him any harm.
Rivers are great but what about the drinking!
As I said we managed to paddle every day which was
great. During the evening we entertained ourselves in the
chalets taking turns to cook (though a big thanks must
go out to Vicki and Martin who in our chalet did more
than their fair share of cooking). Disturbingly by Thursday
our chalet had to take a hundred and twenty empty beer
bottles to the recycling bins and two of the eight of us
where drinking wine!
The Stronlossit Inn, just outside our accommodation, saw
our presence every night, serving an excellent range of real
ales. It was also useful to run into other paddlers and catch
up on where there might be rivers with water. Their whiskey
range was rather good too...
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Findhorn, Moriston and Meig.
On Monday we drove north to the Findhorn, another
reliable river in times of low water. The level we found was
about as low as it goes and rather disappointing especially
compared to the memories of the last time we ran it.
Randolph Leap caught a few people out but apart from that
it was all rather sedate.
The Morriston is a dam release river that we had been
hearing rumours would be running some time during week.
On the Wednesday we stopped by to take a look on the
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way to run the Meig to discover a full release in
progress. Great fun was had on both the top and
bottom sections of the river despite my line on
the top drop that took me right through the slot,
not the best way to run it!
That evening we decided that we were going
to run the Garry the following day (another dam
release river) but seeing as it is just down the road
from the Morriston we planned to check if that
was running first as its a much better river. Dave
S was convinced it wouldn’t be, so much so he
agreed to a small wager with me.
Next day I was perhaps regretting my whiskey
induced rashness of the night before and was
preparing to have my wallet lightened a little. This
feeling wasn’t improved when we bumped in to
James Farqueson on the way to the river who said
it wasn’t running. Despite this (and actually mainly
because we couldn’t be bothered with the traffic
queue in the other direction) we headed up to the
Morriston anyway.
It was running!
Well kind of, there was what appeared to be a
maintenance release, which whilst not providing
the levels of the previous day was more than
enough to paddle it. The official adjudicator came
out on my side and I did a runner with Dave’s
money... result!
Unfortunately it soon turned out that the
unpleasant feeling in my stomach I had earlier had more to
do with the whiskey than the thought of getting taken for a
fiver by Dave, and I decided to get off after the top section
and take photos from the bank for the rest of the river.
Turns out the release on the Garry never happened much
to the annoyance of the seventy five paddlers who turned
up for it!
Friday came around and we finally made it up the Meig.
No one had paddled this before but we were assured that it
only took the compensation flow from the dam at the end
of the Lock to make it work.
Wow! Only two kilometres long but completely enclosed
in a high gorge. Inspections and portages were the order
of the day, great fun but I wouldn’t want to do it with too
much more water.
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‘...I did a runner with
Dave’s money... result!’
All good things...
So another Scottish trip out of the way and as you can
see despite the lack of water we found plenty to do. I’m
convinced that there are actually more low water rivers
that can be done, a little research just needs to be done to
find them.
Normally I’d list out all the swims had across the week
but actually I can’t be bothered this time as they know who
they are... However Dave H would like the 1,438 YouTube
viewers of his upside down decent of the Morriston last
year to take note that he managed it the right way up twice
this year!
My photos of the trip can be found here... http://
picasaweb.google.co.uk/simon.knox/ScotlandOctober2007
And all that needs to be said about the trip now is “That
were proper Bo I tell thee!”
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